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Osprey kestrel 38 weight

Attention! The Osprey Kestrel &amp; Kyte series (women's equivalent) is updated in 2019! This means that there are 3 different kestrel 38 backpacks out there from now on:But we all know that the question is - is it really worth going for the new 2019 model instead of the previous models? My short answer is yes. For a longer answer, we need to look at what
has changed in the Kestrel/Kyte Series for 2019. I contacted osprey customer service myself, and they provided me with the following:More adjustable &amp; sturdy front case – in addition to mesh, now it's made using nylon as well, so it compresses your items inside further and secures them more. They are also adjustable with compression straps
nowLevel installments for side netting bottle holders! This is one of the updates that I'm happiest about. Now you can access these side pockets while carrying the package. I thought this was one of the main disadvantages of the 2016 model, so it's a really good advantage. Convenient. Since (1) the back panel is updated, (2) more padding is used in the
waist belt and shoulder straps and (3)... see belowMore ventilation is offered with improved rear panel technology. Now the channels work better for greater airflowlim belt lining - which can fit even in very large smartphones now (model 2016 can not)! Better external transmission capabilities - eyelash sticks at the top are larger and easier to useSlimable
buckle design and durability - crucial for the life span of the package. But since osprey packages are already very durable and offer a lifetime warranty, I don't care much about this update - the buckles were already quite solid. Appearance and colors. The famous color of Jungle Green is gone! And instead, they now offer Kestrel in Picholine Green – which I
think looks very nice. Weight and dimensions. There is a very small (not noticeable) difference in weight - the 2019 Kyte 36 is less than 0.1 lbs lighter than the 2016 model. Slightly thicker material. It's a more subtle update, and few people talk about it, but it adds a little bit to the packaging's life and also feels smoother. Comfort, ventilation, durability and
organization. All are updated in 2019. I really don't think it's worth it for any of you to go for the 2016 model, so the 2019 model is highly recommended if you're looking for a smaller hiking &amp; backpack trip: Osprey Packs Kestrel 38 Backpack, Black Medium/Large Breathable AirScape ribbed foam backpanel with... The outer sleeve of the tank can hold up
to 3L... Integrated removable rain and zippered exhales... Zippered sleeping bag with floating... Fixed top cover with outer pocket zippered and... If you're looking for a bigger one, make sure you check out my Kestrel review - 10 L larger. I chose the Osprey Kestrel 38 as one of osprey's best hiking backpacks and also explained why it's a better choice than
36. If you are looking for a comfortable hiking backpack, look no further. This is my favorite. You can see the basis of these posts here: Very comfortable as it fits perfectly due to adjustable harness, generous padding, thick straps and lap belt and two size options, lightweight side access to the main compartment, integrated rain shower not suitable for 2-3+
days of outdoor activities, without zippered front or side pocketsThese who are looking for a very simple, more carry-on friendly pack that will be used mainly for short outdoor activities and travelComfortVersatilityOrganizationWeightMain compartment and storage with removable divider4 zippered 3 undisclosed pocketsDimensions: 26H X 15W X 16D IN
Weight: 3.02 lbsVolume: 36LDimensions: 28H X 15W X 16D INWeight: 3.13 lbsVolume: 38L#Note: As you can see, dimensions and volume do not add up. See our post Dimensional Inconsistencies of Osprey Backpacks to learn more. See the review for women's equivalent of Osprey Kyte 36 ReviewSee our women's Osprey Kyte 36 vs. 46 comparison.
AirScape is one of the latest technologies introduced by Osprey. It is a backpanel suspension system with many design intentions: However... I have yet to see a package that will keep you completely dry especially in warmer weather, though I think Kestrel (AirScape) is one of the closest designs to the perfect balance between comfort and ventilation.2019-
2016-Previous AirScape Model Comparison: AirScape backpanel latest model (left) is completely redesigned for superior performance. If nothing else, I guarantee that you will sweat much later compared to most backpacks ... with the exception of AG (AntiGravity) packaging. StrapsAs are the same deal with almost all osprey technical packages, the straps
are very well padded and thick with air mesh. Model 2016: The 2019 model is even thicker with more padding, so you can stop worrying about stuffing with your backpack to the brim - the thick, soft and wide straps of the new Kestrel 38 won't chafe your shoulders probably in almost any case: Along with the S/M and M/L size options, the harness is even
more adjustable to ensure a seamless fit. Thanks to the improved new model, the load lifts meet the ideal angle of 45-60 degrees [3] unlike the previous version and help to adjust the fit. There is also an emergency whistle embedded in a buckle with a bridge strap. Pockets: 2 zippered pockets on each sideChain is equipped with a thick and voluminous
padding similar to straps. My gripe about the 2016 model was that while it's amazing that very easily accessible pockets at hand at any time, they were a bit too small - especially for larger smartphones. But one of the largest in 2019 is that they are larger and now you can fit almost any phone inside.2016 Model: The material is not very rigid. Your hip and
waist feel more comfortable as long as you do not overfill the packaging (&gt; 40 lbs), which is almost impossible with packages with a capacity of 38 liters. Identical lap belt pockets offer plenty of space and are ideal for storing frequently used items. StorageCompartmentsMain compartmentPockets: No internal pocketWe all know the problems with the
components stuck in the middle of the package. Access to them is a real hassle. Dig all the way through your items just to find that it is almost impossible to find without unpacking. So unpack. Sometimes completely. Once the item has been collected, you repack all the items. Sometimes it's even worse - you're outside and it's rainy, you're queuing up for
airport security or you just don't have the time or conditions. With Kestrel 38, this huge problem is solved once and for all. It provides zippered side access to the main compartment. Additional side or front accesses, such as Kestrel 38 or Aether AG products, are literally clear level increases. Forget about wasting energy, time or most importantly, your mood
on it. You are literally one zipper away from the internal equipment. Now all your items are easily accessible. This is one of the most practical features that a package can provide. In total Osprey Kestrel 38 provides 3 access to the main chamber: Entrance to the topEach entrance to the door (passes) Zippered side entrances are typical of Osprey products.
The upper entrance to the main chamber of Kestrel 38 is very wide. Now I will mention the sleeping bag storage. Pockets: No inner pocketSyg sleeping bag is located at the front bottom of the package. Ordinary sleeping bags can be easily stored in this compartment when the removable sleeping bag compartment is not removed. Zippered spa sleeping bag
entrance. Sleeping straps help to attach the washer to the outside of the package and allow for extra space inside. You can also remove bars. Pockets: 1 outer, 1 inner pocketSeuch top cover is only available in kestrel 58 and 68 packs that are not available in the US markets (Europe only). So the top cover of kestrel 38 is not removable, and its vertical
position can not be adjusted. The outer top cover pocket is convenient for storing items that are preferred as readily available. It offers plenty of space and opens up to the back. The mesh pocket is available on the opposide side of the lid. Using the included keyclip inside this mesh pocket you can easily isolate the keys from the rest of the equipment and not
worry about them. Pockets: 1 mesh handbagIt is a mesh handbag on the front surface. The mesh bag on the fornt surface is usually used to store wet, smelly or dirty items that are best separated from the main Basic. There are no zippered pockets on the front - which would be nice to have. Pockets: No side pocketsNo like Kestrel 48, 58 and 68, Kestrel 38
has no side water bottle holders on each side are very wide and deep. Using osprey straightjacket upper and lower compression belts you can reduce and get all the internal elements together for ultimate stability and balance. I've seen people complaining about lacking front compression straps. In my opinion, there would be extravagance, because the
packaging is already medium-sized and almost carry friendly. The pack works just as well with double side compression straps - and you can always fasten them on the front: 2 sizes options are offered. Since size is a choice of fit, but not a choice of volume, the height of the package decreases with the size of S /M to correspond to the shorter torso and thus
a better fit. I wouldn't suggest that most people hike/camp with 38 or 36 liters of pack for more than 3 days. Now you probably think that the dimensions must be incorrect, because they cause almost 100 liters of volume. And I was wondering the same thing, so I sent osprey customer service (click on the image to enlarge): And here's the attached image:
Which means that in adition to dimensions, the shape of the package also contributes to the size of the package. The shape represented with the green line has more volume than the blue line. In the US, the lowest cabin baggage size I've seen so far is up to 22x14x9 inches (45 liters), which is the case with most airlines. So technically it's not a carry-on size
for most airlines.. But you can always reduce the Kestrel 38 to a smaller size with compression straps as well and the usual carry-on allowance is down to the individual staff at the airport. I went through with my huge 65 liters Deuter package when the limit was supposed to be 45 liters for these specific airlines. But, of course, no one can guarantee that
Kestrel 38 will always be allowed as a carry-on. Always check your airline's regulations to make sure. If you're going to be purchasing a product from a store, I recommend loading the packaging with about 20 pounds of store weight before the size. Also, don't forget to climb the mountain if it's available. You can assess the length of the trunk in the house
using your own osprey Size &amp; Fit article [5] and calculate the appropriate size. I'm embedding the chart here as well. The hollow is in the 6th row. Click on the image to enlarge. When someone asks me why they should buy a Osprey package, this is the number one thing I mention along with harness and matching osprey packs. I've never been very
nice to their packaging and experienced literally zero problems so far. Besides, knowing that osprey all mighty guarantee[6] is always there in case of any problems is quite reassuring. You can enjoy the moment and stop worry about the packaging. The package is equipped with an attached rain ouch. It's a lifeguard when the weather is unpredictable. Wet is
required to dry. Wet items can ruin your overall travel/expereince hikes in minutes, especially if you have Inside. Rain from Kestrel 38. The purpose of the characteristic color design is to make the user more visible in an emergency, such as foul-smelling weather or a cloud. The kestrel 38 irrigation case is located just behind the seat that secures the shoulder
straps and the back panel. Some packages are equipped with an internal irrigated bag - on the opposite side of the panel. The inner bag is much worse, because most of the time the packaging is overcrowded, you can not replenish the irrigation bladder without unpacking the entire main chamber. Another reason is that you will always have to be careful with
the proceeds to expose the packaging. Spilled water and thus wet items can ruin your backpacking experience. To make matters worse, if you have electronics inside, nothing can recover them.2 ice tool loops on the front2 loops of trekking poles on the straps2 removable sleeping strips2 daisy chains2 compression stripsThrose bungee binding on the front
and tool loop vertically aligned below the binding can easily hide the ice tool and allow extra space inside the package. There is one bungie tie off and one tool loop - on the right side of kestrel 38.As the name indicates using loops on the strap and the bottom side of the package you can simply store the poles while wearing the package. See storage way
above.Combining mesh water handles with compression straps make carrying equipment (especially long gear) practical.Combining daisy chains, paracord, scissors, pen and your survival skills,[7] you can attach additional equipment such as shoes when the volume of Kestrel 38 drops. Double chains daisies Kestrel 38.Available colors are Ash Grey, Dragon
Red and Jungle Green.Osprey Kestrel 38 is designed for use at outdoor events and travel. It is supported by many tool attachments used for various outdoor activities with luggage friendly to all airlines I have used so far. Osprey Kestrel 38 Backpack (Previous season) Osprey's stow-on-the-go trekking attachment box... Integrated and removable rain cover
protects... The outer sleeve of the tank is located behind the... The zippered sleeping bag provides... The side zipper allows easy access to... In my opinion, the best applications are travel and daily hiking / daily outdoor activities. However, it is worth considering a stronger packaging with a larger volume, if you plan longer camping trips (3+ days), in which
you will walk a long time. KlimbingKorns.de. (2015, Jan). Osprey Kestrel Test Review. Source: Technology, Osprey. Source: J. J. (2012, Tips to Prevent Back Pain From Backpacks for Kids, Spine-Health.comJoseph, E.M. (2013, Dec. Know your body: muscle, bone, and palpation essentials. Elsevier Health Health p. 346Osprey. Size &amp; Fit. Source:
Osprey: All Might Guarantee. Source: A. (2015, July). TrailTime Tips: Daisy Chain Quick Ties. Source: US Men's Hiking Backpacks: Kestrel 38. Source: Europe Men's Hiking Backpacks: Kestrel 38. Source: Kestrel/Kyte Series Manual. Source:
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